yes, you can
have it all
For spring 2014, Signature by Omega introduces a new door style, a new finish—and
most exciting of all, Full Access.
Enjoy contemporary styling and every advantage of this sophisticated platform.
Increased interior space pairs with a clean-lined exterior to enrich modern,
transitional and traditional designs throughout the Signature by Omega collection.
Unlimited creativity plus full access. Glamorous living, personalized space, and a
refined set of choices, all to your standards. What a story.
Modern. Accessible. Signature by Omega.

the soul of
modernity
Sleek lines, economy of formation and focus on surface. Signature’s
Full Access cabinetry supports high-style architectural flair, a
visionary spirit of urban life. Any room can be a sophisticated
engagement of the principles of modern design.

NEW Tarin Walnut Kodiak and Riverbed Onyx Glaze.

signaturebyomega.com

D R A M ATIC
C L A RIT Y
Light, space, expansive planes: yes.
Dramatic wood grains contrasting
with silvery angles and accents: yes.
Artistically cut and custom-featured
island that establishes a focal point
of smooth lines, and exquisite clarity:
yes, yes, yes. You will love how these
cabinets form one uninterrupted line
of elegance. How very modern. Life is
easy when the living is easy.
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|  Tarin, the new essence of modern
design. Featuring horizontal grain direction
as a fundamental of contemporary styling,
visual texture reflects the subtlety of
woodgrain from a whole new viewpoint.
Sleek styling is now served with a twist.

modern
styling
Subtle drama. Linear looks. Visual texture.
Clean-lined design pairs with your personal
take on the subject, speaking volumes when
telling your story. For capturing Mid-Century
aesthetics or the cool modern vibe of today,
on-trend design elements are right at your
fingertips with Signature Full Access.

| Stainless steel inserts mix with beautifully grained walnut, creating a discriminating
interplay echoed in hardware and other well-chosen details. Add in modern convenience
and smart storage for a room that is every inch Signature craftsmanship.

signaturebyomega.com

~ Emphatic glamour. Dramatic
backlighting. Total Light solutions are
perfect for the unexpected ray of light in
surprising places, while custom backlit
panels let color set the mood, whatever
direction your disposition takes.

~

Open shelving is key to today's

}

Long and lean, wide drawers are

definition of modern design and allows

a smart accompaniment to modern

a new way to expose your inner edge.

living with superior storage and

With a strong linear attitude, open

strong good looks. Perfect alone and

spaces become sharply defined and offer

even better together for up-to-date

exciting ways to store and display.

streamlined styling.
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extravagant
practicality
Full Access construction adds as much as 10% more interior space to a
cabinet. Pairing extra capacity with fabulous design elements tells the
story you want to tell. Art and beauty coexist, the perfect footnote to a
dramatic novella.

Tunisia. Quartersawn Oak Custom Finish and Maple Custom Paint.

signaturebyomega.com

SE T YO U R
STAG E
Color and texture. Form and function.
The principles of design come
together to create a space that speaks
to who you are. Let the rhythm of
design be punctuated with pizzazz.
Unexpected elements of asymmetrical
shelving and capiz shell lighting pair
with warm woods and cool concrete to
create a juxtaposition of textures and
shapes that integrate seamlessly into
the panorama of your life.
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interior
access
Here is where beautiful design turns very,
very useful. Full Access cabinetry provides
a bit more interior space and functionality.
Accessibility? What a delight! As always,

~ } Easy in, easy out! See your way

Signature ensures accessories and well-

fully, reach with confidence. Plates,

crafted details are all part of the mix.

bowls, platters and artwork: everything
takes its place neatly. And, beautiful
visibility for our upgraded maple interior.

|

Ease of use, easy to use. What’s the

difference? Our touch lift cabinet gives
you both. With an electric lift option,
the easy open mechanism can almost be
classified as a hands-free device.

signaturebyomega.com



More than you had hoped for. Every drawer can be configured with the

organization you require, perfected for the precision you desire. With the added
interior space of Full Access construction, more just became even more!

~

From gorgeous dovetails to

exactly specified organizers, every
inch of space can be custom-made to
your satisfaction.

}

A wealth of storage accessories

are available with our new Full Access
cabinets, giving you an abundance
of creative opportunities. Take our
touchless trash for example: who
wouldn’t want this added convenience
when clearing the after-party?
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timeless
elegance
Full access is best when it’s Full Access by Signature. The exquisite care
that goes into each furniture-quality Signature cabinet is now paired with
an enhanced functionality. Maximum storage. Magnificent looks.

Brookside 5-Piece Raised Drawer. Cherry Pumice.
Riff Inset-Non Beaded. Cherry Chestnut.

TH E C L A SSICS ,
U PDATED
Classic style. Classic scale. This
welcoming home brings together
innovation and Signature quality.
Full Access cabinetry pairs with the
traditional styling of inset cabinetry
for a one-of-a-kind design. From
the custom designed range hood to
the light-filled furniture piece that
punctuates the living space, this
beauty is much more than skin deep.

signaturebyomega.com
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Our smoothly sanded and

finished dovetail drawer shows
Signature quality in action. Whether

full
access,
the signature
story

framed or Full Access construction,
our components all have the highest
level of craftsmanship.

Full Access cabinetry increases the available
storage space for any busy home. With
Signature, choose from modern, full access
styling, the time-honored treasure of inset
design, or the established methodology of
framed construction, all with premier Signature
quality throughout, every feature you need,
every desire you wish for, all from Signature.
Full Access

|

Framed

Soft close drawers ensure a

~

Freedom of choice. The sleek styling

smooth, controlled closure, one of

of Full Access features a slightly larger

the many great included features that

drawer sliding into the cabinet box, while the

make any Signature construction

framed application utilizes a slightly smaller

platform your perfect choice.

drawer. Choose the perfect solution for
you—it’s a matter of personal choice.

signaturebyomega.com

|

Open or shut case: framed and Full Access

cabinetry require different hinges. The Full
Access image shows the hinge attached directly
to the cabinet box. Full Access hinges clip off
handily for ease in installation and cleaning.
The framed cabinet image illustrates how the
Full Access

}

hinge attaches to the frame.

Framed

Both Full Access and framed

construction are available with Signature
quality and attention to detail.

Full Access has a cleaner appearance
and features more interior space. Or, you
may prefer the traditional interior style of
framed cabinet box construction.

Full Access

Framed

|

Full Access interior: sleek styling

with handy access to dishes and
supplies. Framed interior: a composed,
“tucked-in” style for those who prefer
a more tailored look.
Full Access

Framed
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clearly new
Feeling a modern aesthetic? Our expanded offerings include
a sleek door style and on-trend treatment that increase the
Signature presence in crisp, modern-friendly styles and features.
They could be defining elements of an ultra-modern design.
They could be stylishly integrated into a transitional scheme.
What do you think? It’s your imagination.

GLORIES OF
WALNUT
Richly simple and refined in a suave
new door style. Walnut’s dramatic grain
structure plays out in a horizontal format
on this new veneer slab door. Capture the
essence of warm contemporary, Asian,
or Mid-Century design in the mix you
choose to create.

TARIN
• Veneer slab door
•H
 orizontal grain (Grain will not
match through adjoining cabinets)
• Mitered corners
• Available in Walnut species only
• All Walnut finishes apply

YO U R G R AY
REPERTOI RE
E X PA N DS
PUMICE. Love those
fashionable minerals and frosts?
Thinking Pacific Northwest, soft
rain? Pumice is a gorgeous new
spatter gray in a semi-translucent
finish that leaves the grain of the
wood slightly muted yet quietly
assertive through the stain. This
weathered tone works wonderfully
in many settings.
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